
SPECIFIC AIMS  
 
This competing renewal proposal focuses on the continued development of the Gene Wiki, a crowdsourced 
community resource for genetics and genomics.  The goal during the first project period was to create a 
continuously-updated, community-reviewed, and collaboratively-written review article for every human gene.  
The Gene Wiki was created directly within Wikipedia as an informal collection of 10,646 gene-specific articles. 
 
While the three specific aims from the first project period are detailed in the Progress Report section, the 
overarching objective was to cultivate the positive feedback loop between utility, usage, and contributions that 
underlie all successful crowdsourcing applications [2].  In short, we established the utility of the Gene Wiki by 
systematically harvesting and displaying data from structured databases.  This utility led to a robust critical 
mass of readers who collectively viewed the Gene Wiki 68 million times in the last year.  Drawn from this 
population of readers was a healthy critical mass of editors who collectively made over 15,000 edits in the last 
year.  These edits improve the utility of the Gene Wiki, and the positive feedback loop repeats. 
 
Having established this solid foundation during the previous three years of funding, we now propose the 
following specific aims: 
 
Aim 1: Extend the Gene Wiki to systematically create and maintain Wikipedia pages for diseases and 
drugs.  The expanded goal of this proposal is to create a continuously-updated, community-reviewed, and 
collaboratively-written review article for every human gene, disease, and drug. 

A. Define the set of “notable” genes, diseases and drugs, and curate their relevant biomedical properties. 
The work in this sub-aim will define the universe of entities for which we will create/maintain Wikipedia 
articles, and the annotations of those entities that will populate their corresponding infoboxes. 

B. Mine structured databases for relationships between genes, diseases and drugs.  These links will 
provide a powerful mechanism for readers to traverse the network of biomedical knowledge, and also 
promote community editing of all of these important articles.  

Aim 2: Implement an outreach plan to align Gene Wiki contributions with traditional scientific 
incentives and educational opportunities. Since this project is almost entirely based on community 
contributions, outreach is essential to ensure continued growth of the Gene Wiki. 

A. Partner with a peer-reviewed journal to solicit invited review articles with a parallel publication track on 
Wikipedia.  This partnership ensures that the effort to create well-written Gene Wiki articles will also 
receive recognition through a traditional journal publication. 

B. Create an educational framework that will meaningfully harvest student effort to improve the Gene Wiki.  
This initiative will focus on learning in the context of real-world scientific problems. 

Aim 3: Build a community-maintained Centralized Model Organism Database (CMOD) for microbial 
genomics.  As the rate of whole genome sequencing is rapidly increasing, this aim will focus on the challenge 
of organizing gene and genome annotation across the tree of life. 

A. Develop import tools for all microbial gene models, gene annotations, and genome features in Wikidata 
based on common file formats. These tools will ensure that all existing genomics data will exist within 
Wikidata. 

B. Modify the data interface layer for the JBrowse genome browser and Web Apollo annotation editor to 
use the Wikidata API.  Adapting these two established tools will provide a familiar interface to interact 
with Wikidata genome annotations. 

C. Develop centralized infrastructure that accepts GO annotations from the microbiology community.  
Organizing and centralizing annotations of gene function fills an important void in microbial genomics. 
 

Aim 4: Leverage patient-aligned crowdsourcing for real-time annotation of the biomedical literature.  
This aim engages a novel community of contributors while addressing a critical bottleneck in biomedical 
knowledge management. 

A. Create a web interface for concept recognition and normalization in biomedical text.  Concept 
annotations provide a starting point for deeper mining and integration of biological knowledge. 

B. Create a web interface for relationship annotation.  This sub-aim will focus on contributing to the 
community’s biological knowledge network.   
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APPROACH 
 
This proposal includes four specific aims (outlined in Figure 1).  Aims 1 and 2 focus on expanding the core 
Wikipedia-based crowdsourcing infrastructure that was established in the 
initial grant period.  Aims 3 and 4 explore two novel applications of 
crowdsourcing in genetics and genomics.  Because space constraints 
prevent a description of every detail, we outline here several overarching 
guiding principles that we have applied and will continue to apply in our 
work.  First, we practice open science by freely discussing ideas via blog 
posts, social media, Wikipedia “talk pages”, and personal communication.  
Second, we practice collaborative science by aligning with complementary 
groups and efforts.  Third, we broadly disseminate data and software, as 
detailed in the Resource Sharing plan.  Fourth, our entire team has a 
strong commitment to structured data, interoperability, and reusability 
through the use of biomedical ontologies and semantic web standards. 
 
Aim 1: Extend the Gene Wiki to systematically create and maintain Wikipedia pages for diseases and 
drugs.  The expanded goal of this proposal is to create a continuously-updated, community-reviewed, and 
collaboratively-written review article for every human gene, disease, and drug. 
 
Significance.  Wikipedia bills itself as a “free encyclopedia that anyone can edit” whose content is entirely the 
product of over 3 million monthly edits from the community. Wikipedia is a highly-used reference resource for 
virtually any topic, including scientific topics.  In addition to the 10,646 gene articles currently maintained by the 
Gene Wiki project, there are 5,400 Wikipedia articles on drugs and 5,623 Wikipedia articles on diseases.  
Those gene, drug, and disease articles have collectively been viewed over 1.3 billion times in the last 12 
months (68 million, 300 million, and 950 million views for each group, respectively).  Clearly, a substantial 
amount of scientific content already exists on Wikipedia, and that the demand for scientific information is high.  
The significance of this aim can be presented on three levels: 
 
Improving scientific literacy: Drug and disease articles already exist, and they are being read in massive 

numbers.  Viewership is especially enhanced when these topics are relevant to current news events [2, 3].  
Therefore, there is substantial value in ensuring that the basic data on those pages is uniformly displayed, 
derived from trustworthy sources, and continually updated. 

 
Improving scientific discourse: It is overly simplistic to assume that all one billion pageviews come from non-

scientists.  We believe that this aim also improves the efficiency of scientific communication and 
dissemination among scientists.  As the depth and detail of scientific knowledge continually increases, the 
overall scope of what any individual scientist can reasonably be considered an “expert” on is shrinking.  As 
genome-scale profiling is becoming increasingly popular, it is now perfectly common for one scientist’s list 
of candidate genes to be populated by genes that are completely unfamiliar.  Tools like the Gene Wiki are 
resources for working scientists to get an overview of a new topic and find pointers to the primary literature. 

  
Recruiting new contributors: Systematically maintaining the structured data within Wikipedia pages is merely 

a means to an end.  High-quality data attract readers, and from that community of readers contributors 
emerge.  The Gene Wiki currently receives close to 1,500 edits per month [4], and expanding to diseases 
and drugs will increase contributions to all domain areas.   

 
Innovation.  The focus of this aim is on the design, creation, and maintenance of Wikipedia “infoboxes” that 
are found on every Gene Wiki page and contain structured data values.  Though this goal is relatively 
straightforward, there is significant innovation in how these data will be stored. Currently, all infobox data are 
stored directly within Wikipedia using “templates”, semi-structured containers for standardizing display.  
Importantly however, data in templates are not accessible to querying or further data integration. 
 
In the past two years, the Wikimedia Foundation (the parent organization to Wikipedia) has initiated a sister 
effort called Wikidata.  In the words of the organizers, “Wikidata is a free knowledge base that can be read and 
edited by humans and machines alike”.  In short, Wikipedia is to free-text what Wikidata is to structured data.  

Figure 1. Overview of Specific Aims.
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This community-maintained database can be edited and queried by anyone, either manually or using computer 
programs.  The data model for Wikidata is described in more detail in Aim 3 where it also figures prominently.  
Suffice it to say that in this aim, all structured data for genes, diseases, and drugs will be migrated/deposited in 
Wikidata, a process that is currently the subject of a Google Summer of Code project [5-7]. 
 
Wikipedia will be the first consumer of the data we upload (to populate the infoboxes), but it is certainly not the 
only consumer.  Storing these data in Wikidata will enable other users and applications to perform rich, 
integrative queries.  For example: “What proteins with a kinase domain are encoded by genes on human 
chromosome 6p, are implicated in any type of epithelial cancer, and for which a small molecule agonist is 
available?”  While it is possible for a bioinformatician to answer this question by importing and joining data 
across many resources, it will be much simpler to execute this query on Wikidata because all the data exist in 
a single knowledgebase.  Moreover, because Wikidata is compatible with the Semantic Web, even broader 
queries incorporating additional Linked Data sources are readily accessible. 
 
To seed this knowledgebase, we will upload data from many key biomedical resources into Wikidata.  
However, we will undoubtedly miss important data sources.  While these omissions are normally liabilities in a 
project proposal, this inevitable fact underscores the true value of a community-maintained database.  Anyone 
is empowered to add new data to Wikidata, and contributions can range in size from one singular fact to a 
large data set.  Importantly, once one person spends the effort to structure that new knowledge, it is then 
subsequently available for everyone.  A community database asymptotically approaches completion through 
cumulative individual efforts, rather than duplication and fragmentation of effort across many local databases. 
 
A. Define the set of “notable” genes, diseases and drugs, and curate their relevant biomedical properties. The 
work in this sub-aim will define the universe of entities for which we will create/maintain Wikipedia articles, and 
the annotations of those entities that will populate their corresponding infoboxes.   
 
Although the set of human genes and proteins is reasonably well-defined in databases like NCBI Entrez Gene, 
Ensembl, and UniProt, the set of all human diseases and drugs has much fuzzier boundaries.  Defining the 
scope for all three data types and defining the properties that are of broad interest to the community are the 
first steps in building the bioinformatics infrastructure proposed here.  Note that all of these decisions are made 
in close collaboration with the relevant Wikipedia user communities, including the WikiProjects for Molecular 
and Cellular biology [7], for Medicine [8], and for Pharmacology [9]. 
 
  Genes: The Gene Wiki is currently comprised of 10,646 articles on human genes.  The set of properties in 

the gene infoboxes is largely complete based on decisions in the first funding period.  The only 
enhancement proposed here is to add more complete coverage of SNPs and pathways relevant to each 
gene.  Knowing the number, type, and physiological effect of SNPs within a gene’s boundaries is highly 
relevant for human genetics research.  These data will be extracted from dbSNP and displayed in a simple 
infobox at the bottom of each gene page. Pathways are also a useful means to understand a gene’s role in 
human health and disease.  These data will be extracted from the Reactome database (see Letter of 
Support from Lincoln Stein) and displayed within the existing gene infobox. 

 
Diseases: There are currently 5,623 Wikipedia articles on human diseases.  While this represents an 

impressive cumulative product of lots of manual effort, there are clearly many important diseases that do 
not yet have articles.  Therefore, we will start by building off of the Disease Ontology (DO), a standard 
ontology of human diseases developed by Lynn Schriml and Warren Kibbe (see Letters of Support) 
that currently has 8,683 classes.  Schriml and Kibbe will lead the development of a “slim” version of 
Disease Ontology (“DOslim”) that focuses on the set of diseases that are suitable for having a dedicated 
article in Wikipedia.  This effort will include many additions through integration with disease resources 
shown in Table 1 as well as subtraction of organizational “placeholder” nodes that appear in the full DO.   
  
Initially, we will have a particular emphasis on rare diseases.  Although their individual prevalence is 
infrequent, rare diseases collectively affect almost 25 million Americans.  They are also the subject of 
intense biomedical research because discovery of the causative mutations is greatly aided by recent 
advances in sequencing technologies [10].  We have partnered with the Orphanet database (see Letter of 
Support from Ségolène Aymé) to take advantage of their effort to generate expert-written disease 
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definitions for all rare diseases.  These authoritative 
disease definitions will be used as seed text for 
creation of the ~4,000 rare diseases that currently 
have no Wikipedia entry.  This initial emphasis on 
rare diseases represents a timely and biomedically 
important focus.  Since the infrastructure developed 
herein will be extensible to any disease with little or 
no modifications, the latter half of the grant period 
will be devoted to extending our effort to all 
diseases in DOslim. 
 
We will also add several new properties to the gene 
infoboxes, including links to Disease Ontology [11] 
and Orphanet, and categorizations of disease 
subtypes based on the DOslim hierarchy.  We will 
also improve how OMIM data and links are 
presented, particularly as they relate to OMIM 
Phenotypic Series (see Letter of Support from 
Ada Hamosh).  Our effort will also have a special 
emphasis on descriptions of the associated clinical 
phenotypes in collaboration with the Human 
Phenotype Ontology (HPO) (see Letter of Support 
from Peter Robinson).  The HPO currently has over 
100,000 annotations to 7,000 distinct diseases, 
providing a detailed description of the signs and 
symptoms.  Prototypes are being actively developed 
in collaboration with the Wikipedia community. A 
snapshot of the working prototype is shown in Figure 
2, and the most current version can always be 
viewed at http://tinyurl.com/GeneWikiPhase3.   

 
Drugs: There are currently 5,400 drug infoboxes in 

Wikipedia.  While the data contained therein 
represent a valuable resource, many important drugs 
do not yet have Wikipedia pages or infoboxes.  We 
will substantially expand the number of drug articles 
in Wikipedia.  The list of drugs will be generated by 
aggregating the drug data sources shown in Table 1.  
After removing redundancies, we anticipate that 
there will be tens of thousands of compounds for 
which Wikipedia articles could be created. 
 
We will also maintain an exhaustive list of chemical 
annotations in the drug infoboxes.  This list will 
include the wide range of properties that already 
exist  in the infoboxes (e.g. CAS number, molecular 
formula, pregnancy category), as well as new 
properties mined from the data sources in Table 1 
(including mechanism of action, biological target, and 
therapeutic uses).  Again, a snapshot of the working 
prototype is shown in Figure 2, and the most current 
version can always be viewed at http://tinyurl.com/GeneWikiPhase3. 

 
Building robust and reliable infrastructure to maintain these infoboxes is equally important as the selection and 
design of the articles themselves.  Making sure that data are current and complete with the state of biological 
consensus is essential to maintain credibility with both scientists and the general public.  In this aim, we will 

Table 1. Data sources for Specific Aim 1.

Figure 2. Prototype infoboxes for diseases (left) and drugs 
(right).  Aim 1 will focus on updating and maintaining the 5000+ 
disease and drug infoboxes that already exist in Wikipedia, as 
well as creating thousands more  pages for high priority diseases 
and drugs that do not yet exist.  The most recent prototypes (and 
community discussion) are at http://tinyurl.com/GeneWikiPhase3.
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extend our code for automated maintenance of gene infoboxes to also handle disease and drug infoboxes.  
Updates from primary data sources will be run on at least a weekly basis. 
 
B. Mine structured databases for relationships between genes, diseases and drugs.  These links will provide a 
powerful mechanism for readers to traverse the network of biomedical knowledge, and also promote 
community editing of all of these important articles.  There are many databases and meta-databases that 
describe biomedical relationships between genes, diseases and drugs (outlined in Table 1).  A significant level 
of effort in this aim will be devoted to mapping between these resources and filtering for the highest quality 
data, a process that will involve both automated and manual review.   
 
Gene-disease: Links between genes and diseases will be assembled from several large-scale resources like 

OMIM, Orphanet and CTD, and also more disease-specific resources like AlzGene (Alzheimer’s disease), 
PDGene (Parkinson’s disease), MSGene (multiple sclerosis), and SFARI (autism).  In addition to the 
interactions themselves, OMIM, Orphanet and CTD also annotate interactions by the interaction type.  
These types (e.g., “Disease-causing germline mutation “, “Major susceptibility factor”, “protection against”, 
and “resistance to”) will be tracked and noted in the Wikipedia infoboxes whenever possible.  This overall 
effort will be organized and led by the team developing Neurocarta, a framework for the aggregation and 
dissemination of gene-disease relationships (see Letter of Support from Paul Pavlidis). 
 

Gene-drug: Links between genes and drugs will primarily be drawn from DGIdb [12], which in turn harvests 
interactions from a variety of other databases [13-18]. DGIdb also normalizes the nature of the interaction 
according to ~40 types, including inhibition, antagonism, agonism, potentiation, and binding (the top 5 most 
used types).  Our team will also integrate gene-drug interaction data from CTD [19] and STITCH [20], 
though both of these resources will require significant filtering for the highest quality interactions.   
 

Drug-disease: Links between diseases and drugs will primarily be drawn from the National Drug File - 
Reference Terminology (NDF-RT).  This resource also categorizes interaction types (“may_treat”, 
“may_prevent”, “may_diagnose”, and “induces”).  CTD will also be a secondary source of drug-disease 
interactions (typed by “marker/mechanism” or “therapeutic”), though again filtering will need to be applied 
to identify the highest-confidence interactions.  This effort will be organized and led by Lynn Schriml (see 
Letter of Support) who is already collaborating with Evan Bolton from PubChem (see Letter of Support) 
on mapping between the Disease Ontology, NDF-RT, UMLS and MeSH. 

 
Prototypes showing how these relationships will be displayed in the context of Wikipedia infoboxes are 
included in Figure 2, and links will be added to articles on both entities participating in each interaction.   
 
Aim 2: Implement an outreach plan to align Gene Wiki contributions with traditional scientific 
incentives and educational opportunities. Since this project is almost entirely based on community 
contributions, outreach is essential to ensure continued growth of the Gene Wiki. 
 
Significance.  The usage statistics presented in the Progress Report clearly demonstrate that the Gene Wiki 
has a critical mass of users and contributors.  Nevertheless, it is essential to continually explore new ways to 
attract new editors and contributions.  This aim briefly describes two such approaches. 
 
A. Partner with a peer-reviewed journal to solicit invited review articles with a parallel publication track on 
Wikipedia.  This partnership ensures that the effort to create well-written Gene Wiki articles will also receive 
recognition through a traditional journal publication.  The most common reason for scientists not to contribute 
to Wikipedia is the perceived lack of reward (a perspective that is particularly true among more senior 
scientists whose domain expertise and perspective is often most valuable).   In short, contributions to 
Wikipedia do not align with traditional metrics of scientific productivity. 
 
Recently, we initiated a partnership with the journal GENE to solicit invited review articles on genes whose 
Wikipedia pages were underdeveloped.  To date, three such review articles have been published on MIR155 
[21, 22], EPHX2 [23, 24], and SFTPA1 and SFTPA2 [25-27].  In addition to the PubMed-indexed article, the 
authors also wrote significant text for the corresponding Wikipedia page.  GENE has made a financial 
commitment to support the publishing side of this partnership, and the PI has joined GENE as a co-Executive 
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Editor.  To ensure this initiative can maintain a continuous stream of articles, this sub-aim will formalize the 
effort to identify appropriate articles, to recruit qualified authors to write those articles, and to assist those 
authors when writing the Wikipedia versions of their review. 
 
B. Create an educational framework that will meaningfully harvest student effort to improve the Gene Wiki.  
This initiative will focus on learning in the context of real-world scientific problems.  Students at all levels 
expend an extraordinary amount of human effort on class projects, but with only a few exceptions, the products 
of that effort are discarded at the end of term.  Recently, however, there is growing enthusiasm for class 
projects that have lasting scientific benefit.  These efforts have ranged from biocuration of the literature [28], to 
sequencing and annotation of bacteriophages [29], to annotation of metagenomics sequence [30].  There have 
even been a series of high school AP biology classes who have focused on making contributions to Wikipedia 
every year since 2008 (see [31] and links therein).  Not only do students learn about important scientific topics, 
they also get a flavor for collaborative science and writing.  In this aim, we will pursue similar initiatives to 
develop articles on genes, diseases, and drugs.  This effort will involve identification of important and 
underdeveloped sets of Wikipedia articles, pairing those articles with aligned classes, and developing rubrics 
for evaluation.  We will seek partners in all areas of higher education, including undergraduate, graduate, 
pharmacy and medical students.   
 
Aim 3: Build a community-maintained Centralized Model Organism Database (CMOD) for microbial 
genomics.  As the rate of whole genome sequencing is rapidly increasing, this aim will focus on the challenge 
of organizing gene and genome annotation across the tree of life. 
 
Significance. The number of sequenced genomes is growing rapidly 
(Figure 3).  There are currently ~3,000 species (bacteria, eukaryotes, and 
archaea) that have a completely sequenced genome. If the trend over the 
last 10 years holds, we will pass 10,000 sequenced genomes in 2015 and 
100,000 completely sequenced species within the next 10 years.  And given 
recent efforts toward “Preserving the Genomic Diversity of Life on Earth” 
[32, 33], it seems likely that genomic sequencing will continue even well 
beyond.  The organization of genomic data has in large part been the 
domain of Model Organism Databases (MODs).  These community 
resources are fantastic resources for biomedical research, spanning a 
spectrum of model organisms from mouse to worm to E. coli.  MODs fulfill 
key roles for their respective communities, from warehousing key genomic 
data, to providing query and visualization tools, to performing biocuration.  
 
The greatest growth in sequenced genomes is found among bacteria.  This growth is driven in large part by 
several large-scale microbial genomics efforts from the Broad Institute, the J. Craig Venter Institute, and the 
Joint Genome Institute.  Genome sequencing as a mechanism for classroom education is also increasingly 
popular [29, 30, 34-36].  The human microbiome in particular has been an area of intense recent interest 
(aided by substantial funding through the NIH’s Human Microbiome Project).  For example, the gut microbiome 
has been shown to be involved in a diverse set of human disorders including irritable bowel disease, obesity, 
and colon cancer [37-39].  We have chosen to focus this aim on microbial genomics because of its important 
role in human health and because of the fragmentation and inaccessibility of knowledge.   
 
Analyses of these newly sequenced genomes depend on effective tools for structured knowledge 
management.  The current model is based on bioinformatics and biocuration staff dedicated to each organism, 
but it is impractical to scale this approach to current sequencing throughput.  Efforts like the Generic Model 
Organism Database (GMOD) project create open source software to lower the activation barrier for setting up 
genomic infrastructure.  However, creating and maintaining a GMOD instance still requires a significant and 
ongoing investment.   
 
So while the number of species with a MOD is extensive, it is by no means exhaustive.  In this aim, we focus 
on building a Centralized Model Organism Database (CMOD), a single community-maintained database that 
easily scales with the rapid growth in genome sequences.  CMOD will target the “Long Tail” of sequenced 
microbes that do not have and likely will never have a dedicated MOD.  CMOD will implement two key features 

Figure 3. Growth in sequenced 
genomes.  Dashed lines show future 
projections.   Data are based on genome 
completion data in GOLD database. 
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that are essential for genomics -- gene and genome annotation.  These two features only satisfy a subset of 
the functions that fully-staffed MODs fulfill, so CMOD is certainly not a replacement for traditional MODs.  
Nevertheless, CMOD offers a general solution to the knowledge management challenge in microbial genomics, 
and it will serve a valuable role in cases where no MOD, infrastructure, or biocurators currently exist. 
 
Genome annotation refers to the description of genomic features and their coordinates.  These features 

include genes, exons, promoters, and operons.  NCBI, Ensembl Bacteria, and PATRIC are three of the 
largest and most systematic providers of microbial genome annotations.  For example, NCBI annotates 
over 17 million genomic features on 2,515 bacterial genomes, Ensembl Bacteria annotates 79 million 
genomic features on 6,305 genomes, and PATRIC annotates 35 million features on 8,913 genomes. 
 
Although these data repositories provide a valuable resource for microbial genome annotations, they are 
certainly not complete.  Most notably, genome annotations are heavily biased in the feature types that are 
annotated.  Over 97% of all features relate to the gene boundaries themselves (‘gene’, ‘CDS’, ‘exon’).  In 
contrast, only 57 of the 2515 bacterial species at NCBI had any annotated operon, promoter, attenuator, 
regulatory region, or terminator feature (0.1% of all features), and no such annotations were found in 
Ensembl Bacteria or PATRIC.  While more specialized databases do exist (e.g., RegulonDB [40]), these 
resources often only operate on a subset of available genomes, they often have restrictive usage and 
dissemination licenses, and they often use custom file formats that make integration with other diverse 
resources difficult and time-consuming. 
 
As a case in point, the transcriptional regulation of the Listeria monocytogenes genome was extensively 
characterized in a prominent Nature paper [41], revealing (among other findings) the existence of 517 
operons and 103 small regulatory RNAs.  However, those data are not visible through any genome 
browser, nor are they available for download at any of the data repositories examined.  In fact, those data 
are currently only available in PDF format as supplementary info on the journal website.  Even the 
canonical lac and trp operons in Escherichia coli are not annotated in any of the microbial resources listed 
above. In the absence of an official MOD, genome annotation data often end up buried in journal 
publications and inaccessible to computational analyses and structured queries.  

 
Gene annotations refer to the description of genes and their protein products.  Most often, gene annotations 

are based on the Gene Ontology (GO), and managing the generation, storage, and dissemination of those 
annotations represents another core function of MODs.  Among bacterial species, Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis and Escherichia coli are by far the most well-annotated species, each with over 10,000 
experimentally-derived gene annotations.  Overall, there are 189 bacterial species with at least five such 
annotations, and 310 bacterial species with at least one annotation.  In total, there are ~55,000 
experimentally-derived, bacterial GO annotations. 
 
Although these existing annotations represent a tremendously valuable knowledgebase of microbial gene 
function, it represents only a small percentage of the biological knowledge that could (and should) be 
structured.  As a very rough estimate of the number of species that could have GO annotations, we found 
1,107 species that had at least 10 PubMed hits when searching the species name plus “gene”.  For 
example, consider Borrelia burgdorferi, the bacterial species that causes Lyme Disease whose genome 
was sequenced in 1997 [42].  Searching PubMed for “‘Borrelia burgdorferi’ AND gene” reveals over 1,400 
articles.  However, there are no GO annotations for any of the ~1,300 coding sequences, despite the 
discovery of many functional roles for genes in the literature (e.g., [43-48]). 

 
For both genome and gene annotations, the analyses and examples above demonstrate that there is 
substantial knowledge of microbial genomics that is simply left unstructured and/or unlinked.  When this 
knowledge is not easily aggregated and integrated, it is virtually inaccessible to the computational analyses 
and tools that are so important to genome-scale science.  For example, a comprehensive microbial database 
could lead to better prediction models for operons [49], or better phylogenetic inference of functional 
annotations [50], or more accurate functional enrichment analyses for microbiome studies [51]. 
 
Although this aim will initially focus on the Long Tail of microbial species, the CMOD infrastructure will be 
equally applicable to any newly sequenced genome from any kingdom of life.  For example, there are currently 
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over 400 sequenced eukaryotic genomes, but there are over 2,000 eukaryotic genomes with “annotatable 
content” (using the same PubMed search criteria described above).  The projected growth rate in eukaryotic 
genome sequences is very close to what is observed for bacteria (Figure 3).  A more comprehensive and 
integrated view of genome and gene annotation for non-microbial species will undoubtedly aid efforts for gene 
function prediction across all species based on phylogenetic inference [49, 52, 53]. 
 
Innovation. We will build CMOD on Wikidata, a sister project to Wikipedia.  Just as Wikipedia crowdsources 
the creation of encyclopedic articles, Wikidata crowdsources the 
creation of structured database entries.  Wikidata offers a flexible 
and universal data model by which knowledge can be represented.  
At its core, Wikidata is populated by items (e.g., genes, diseases, 
and drugs) and statements about those items.  Statements are 
defined by a property, a value, one or more optional qualifiers, and 
one or more references (Figure 4).  By incorporating the 
“reference” field directly into the data model, the provenance of 
every statement can be immediately seen (and used in queries). 
 
Wikidata has huge potential for knowledge integration across many diverse domain areas.  For example, 
consider a question like “What gram negative bacteria have genes encoding both a phosphatidylcholine 
synthase and a phospholipid N-methyltransferase (both part of lecithin biosynthesis) within a single predicted 
operon?”  The data to perform integrative queries like these of course exist, but assembling those data sources 
would be a significant undertaking.  Loading all those data sources into Wikidata would greatly simplify the 
query, and importantly, those data would be available for any other integrative query in the future. 
 
We are excited to continue an existing partnership with the Wikidata community (see Letter of Support from 
Denny Vrandečić).  However, we do recognize that Wikidata is a rather new initiative.  As a backup, we have 
also done significant prototyping with Freebase, a “community-curated database” that is similar to Wikidata.  
Freebase has been in public release since 2007 and was acquired by Google in 2010.  Although we prefer 
Wikidata based on some relatively minor design decisions, Freebase offers a perfectly viable backup. The 
development of Wikidata and Freebase are representative of a broader trend in online web development 
toward centralized, community resources.  Just as many locally-maintained compute clusters are being retired 
in favor of centralized cloud computing, it is also just now becoming feasible for all biological knowledge 
(including gene and genome annotations) to be integrated in a CMOD. 
 
A.    Develop import tools for all microbial gene models, gene annotations, and genome features in Wikidata 
based on common file formats. These tools will ensure that all existing genomics data will exist within Wikidata.   
 
As described previously, NCBI, Ensembl Bacteria, and PATRIC all provide a substantial amount of genome 
annotation data on a wide breadth of organisms.  Before extending the state of genome annotation through 
crowdsourcing, it is important to ensure that we are capturing the majority of data that are already available in 
other databases.  This process begins with defining the Wikidata data model.  We partially prototyped the 
system in Freebase (see code [54]) prior to the creation of Wikidata, and we will follow this same general 
model.  Next, we will create an importer that maps GFF3 files into the Wikidata gene model.  There are over 
17000 GFF files available through these three resources which extensively annotate basic genomic data like 
gene and exon boundaries, tRNAs and rRNAs.   In addition, we will actively solicit from the community other 
reference data sets.  For example, Paul Gardner has already agreed to test our system as a data producer (by 
uploading a dataset of annotated ncRNAs), and also to help identify other large-scale data sets that he would 
use as a data consumer (see Letter of Support). 
 
Although the coding and community consensus building required in this sub-aim is time-consuming, we 
anticipate that the process overall will be uncontroversial and straightforward. 
 
B.    Modify the data interface layer for the JBrowse genome browser and Web Apollo annotation editor to use 
the Wikidata API.  Adapting these two established tools will provide a familiar interface to interact with Wikidata 
genome annotations. 
 

Figure 4. Wikidata data model.
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JBrowse and WebApollo are two of the most well-established and well-used genome browsers and genome 
annotation tools available [55, 56].  Both are part of the broader GMOD effort, so community adoption is well-
established.  Typically, both of these tools retrieve data from either local flat files or local databases using the 
Bio::DB::* Perl interfaces.  In this sub-aim, we will create an alternate data access layer that instead utilizes 
the Wikidata API for genome annotation data.  JBrowse is a read-only application, so it will only require use of 
the Query API [57].  Web Apollo has the added functionality of being a genome annotation tool, so it too will 
utilize the Wikidata Write API [58]. 
 
This work will be conducted in collaboration with both Ian Holmes (PI of JBrowse project) and Suzanna Lewis 
(PI of Web Apollo project); see Letters of Support.  Given the degree of synergy between the Wikidata 
initiative described here and complementary community data-sharing efforts within the JBrowse and Web 
Apollo projects, our three groups have agreed to participate in a yearly hackathon. 
 
C.   Develop centralized infrastructure that accepts GO annotations from the microbiology community.  
Organizing and centralizing annotations of gene function fills an important void in microbial genomics. 
 
A large collection of microbial GO annotations are generated and disseminated using the GAF 2.0 file format 
defined by the GO Consortium [59].  This standard captures a complete set of metadata for each annotation, 
including an evidence code, the primary reference, qualifiers and the annotation authority.  The first step in this 
sub-aim will be to develop the Wikidata data model to capture this rich breadth of information on each GO 
annotation. It is also particularly important to distinguish authoritative annotations by professional biocurators 
from community contributions. 
 
Next, we will develop a GAF import tool that translates annotation files into Wikidata statements.  This tool will 
be used to import all annotation files currently distributed by the GO Consortium [60], and our infrastructure will 
keep Wikidata continuously in sync with official data releases.  This GAF import tool will also be one of the 
primary input mechanisms for community contributions.  Research groups with large-scale annotation efforts 
(either by computational or experimental means) can easily format their data into this simple tab-delimited text 
format.  For contributors of individual GO annotations, we will also provide a simple web form with fields for all 
parameters in the GAF standard.  Although not within the scope of this proposal, this general infrastructure 
also enables participation by other innovative initiatives to encourage community GO annotations (e.g., 
CACAO [28] and Gene Wiki text mining [61]). 
 
We anticipate that other groups will use the Wikidata query API to build query, analysis, and visualization tools 
based on GO annotations in CMOD.  For example as the phylogenetic breadth of GO annotations grows in 
CMOD, it is not unreasonable to update the PAINT algorithm to use Wikidata as a source of data.  All the work 
described here will be done in close coordination with the GO Consortium through the PI’s role on the Scientific 
Advisory Board (see also Letter of Support from Judy Blake on behalf of the GO consortium). 
 
Aim 4: Leverage patient-aligned crowdsourcing for real-time annotation of the biomedical literature.  
This aim engages a novel community of contributors while addressing a critical bottleneck in biomedical 
knowledge management. 
 
Significance.  The biomedical literature is massive and growing explosively.  There are over one million new 
biomedical articles every year indexed in PubMed, which roughly equals 3000 every day, or one every 30 
seconds.  The growth of knowledge is of course incredibly valuable, but in the form of free-text publications, 
that knowledge is almost completely unstructured.  Scientists cannot effectively compute on that new 
knowledge or incorporate it into informatics analyses.  In this aim, annotation refers to the systematic and 
structured description of the biomedical literature.  We focus particularly on annotation of relevant gene, 
disease and drug concepts, as well as the relationships between those concepts.   
 
The current processes for annotating the literature are valuable, but incomplete.  Most notably, the National 
Library of Medicine (NLM) performs indexing of all PubMed articles according to the MeSH vocabulary.  
However, this impressive service has limitations.  The granularity is limited since ~26,000 MeSH terms are 
meant to cover all chemicals, genes (multiple species), diseases, and anatomic regions. The depth of 
annotations is limited because each article is only seen by a single indexer for an average of 15 minutes [62].  
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Indexers by necessity are generalists and not domain experts.  In addition, there are no annotations of the 
relationships between concepts.   
 
Other resources for biological networks also exist.  Pathway databases like Reactome perform valuable 
biocuration services, but they primarily focus on creating interpretable abstractions of biological processes 
rather than systematically cataloging links [63].  Commercial entities like Ingenuity do systematic annotation of 
links, but they impose limitations on access and reuse.  Interaction databases based on high-throughput data 
[64-70] are a valuable complement to (but not a substitute for) knowledge derived from hypothesis-driven 
studies.  Text mining of relationships from free text is a nascent field.  While there have been exciting recent 
advances (e.g., SemMedDB [71]), this is clearly an area of active research in the Bio-NLP community [72, 73]. 
 
To fill this notable gap in the landscape of biomedical resources, this aim will harness the collective efforts of 
patient-aligned individuals to perform real-time annotation of relationships in the biomedical literature.  The 
result of this effort (tentatively named Mark2Cure) will be a continuously-updated network of biomedical 
concepts (genes, diseases, and drugs).  We expect there to be at least three significant applications: 
 
Enhanced literature searching: Scientists continuously exert significant effort to remain aware of the most 

relevant literature to them.  This difficulty for individual scientists to precisely identify relevant research 
papers in a timely fashion is one major inefficiency in our system for biomedical publishing.  With our 
emphasis on the most recent literature, Mark2Cure data can offer researchers literature alerts that are 
based on not only annotated concepts but also relationships between concepts. 

 
Data mining in knowledge networks: Analyses of existing interaction databases have been mined in a wide 

range of productive ways, including the prediction of drug mechanisms and targets [74-78], identification of 
metastatic biomarkers [79] and pathway regulators [80-82], and even the refinement of biomedical 
ontologies [83].  We anticipate that the same network mining methods will be similarly informative when 
applied to our crowdsourced knowledge network. 

 
Construction of a training set for text mining: The limited success of text-mining in extracting relationships 

is due in large part to the lack of high-quality training sets.  In collaboration with Karin Verspoor (see 
Letter of Support), we will ensure our data collection will use the appropriate annotation standards so the 
data can be used for further method development in text mining.   

 
It is difficult to estimate the number of annotators and annotations that will results from Mark2Cure.  We 
acknowledge this is the highest-risk aim, and we clearly we do not want to overstate its significance given the 
rich ecosystem of tools, resources and research groups in this area.  As just one aim in an R01 grant, our goal 
is simply to create a tool based on community crowdsourcing that is complementary in approach and in scope 
to these existing efforts.  Nevertheless, we recognize the potential that this system could “go viral”.  
Anecdotally, we know that many people touched by disease are immersing themselves in the science [84], and 
this tool absolutely taps into that emerging trend. 
 
Innovation.  In Aims 1, 2 and 3, our "crowds" are dominated by individuals who have a formal scientific 
background – students, educators, and professionals – because most contributions to these efforts require 
biomedical domain knowledge.  However, the challenge of engaging this community is aligning the act of 
contributing with some explicit reward to the contributor.  Unfortunately, traditional metrics of success in 
academic, educational and industrial circles typically do not recognize contributions to community resources.  
In short, this community has a very high level of expertise but a relatively low motivation to contribute. 
 
We hypothesize that patient-aligned communities represent a complementary population from which we can 
assemble a crowd.  Recently there has been an explosion in the number of online communities for patients, 
their families, and patient advocates.  These range from disease-specific sites (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease [85], 
Celiac disease [86], Lyme Disease [87]) to more general sites that attract a broader spectrum of individuals 
(e.g., PatientsLikeMe [88-91], MyHealthTeams [92], SmartPatients [93].  The growth of these sites reflects a 
broader trend of patients and families becoming more actively involved in the management, understanding, 
treatment and research of their illness.  This trend is particularly notable for those suffering from rare diseases 
(for example, [94-98]).  In short, patient-aligned individuals have a very high level of motivation albeit with a 
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lower level of expertise.  We expect that if we provide a clear, direct, and tangible mechanism for these 
individuals to advance scientific research, they would welcome that opportunity to contribute to science.  Such 
an effort would align perfectly with their motivation to both advance research and to learn about their disease. 
 
Despite their desire to contribute, conventional wisdom held that there is simply no mechanism by which non-
scientists can advance research.  However, recent work has shown that English-speaking non-scientists can 
use their reading and language skills to annotate a range of biomedical concepts in scientific texts [99-102].  
These studies collectively demonstrate that non-scientists crowds compare very favorably to automated text-
mining and expert curation in terms of both accuracy and cost.  So while non-scientists may not have the 
background to fully comprehend the meaning of scientific text, they can (through either training or their innate 
ability to parse grammar) effectively identify and annotate biomedical concepts. 
 
During the early development of Mark2Cure, Josh Sommer from the Chordoma Foundation (see Letter of 
Support), has volunteered his time and will encourage members of his organization to provide feedback and 
input.  Once released, we think Mark2Cure will be broadly engaging to patient groups across all diseases.  To 
best engage each community, we will create disease-specific portals that pre-filter research articles based on 
their relevance to each disease.  This system of tailoring the articles shown to each individual volunteer will 
also encourage smaller foundations and groups to participate, since their efforts will be focused on the 
biomedical literature around their disease of interest. 
 
A. Create a web interface for crowdsourcing concept recognition and normalization in biomedical text.  
Concept annotations provide a starting point for deeper mining and integration of biological knowledge. 
 
The first task that Mark2Cure will address is disease recognition (Figure 5).  During the online training phase, 
users will learn how to annotate mentions of diseases in abstracts using 
real-world examples.  Use of online resources will be demonstrated and 
encouraged.  After passing a test given at the end of training, users are 
then empowered to start performing real annotation tasks on actual text 
in need of annotation.  Users will also have the option to get further 
training to “unlock” additional tools that allow them to do different types 
of concept annotation.  For example, users can take training to identify 
drugs and/or genes.  After passing those training modules, users gain 
more tools that they can use to more fully annotate text.   
 
The basic task focuses on simply recognizing concepts in text by 
highlighting the author’s words. An advanced feature would be concept 
normalization – the process of relating a word or phrase to a specific 
entry in an ontology, controlled vocabulary or database entry.  Other 
tools (e.g., [103, 104]) have reasonable interfaces for a two-stage 
process of concept recognition and then normalization, and we will 
generally follow this workflow.  This work will heavily utilize the existing 
partnership and tools of the National Center for Biomedical Ontology 
(see Letter of Support from Mark Musen). 
 
After a user submits their annotation for a given text, the system will 
show the user how their annotations agreed or disagreed with other 
users who annotated that same text (Figure 6).  This feedback 
mechanism allows each user to continue their learning process as 
guided not by a gold standard, but by community consensus.  There are 
several important points to note (briefly).  First, community consensus is 
only shown after they have submitted their annotation, thereby ensuring 
that each article gets multiple independent votes.  Second, if we 
determine that the community is adopting rules that lead to undesired 
consensus, then we also have the ability to manipulate that feedback 
mechanism and thereby reeducate the community.  Third, each article 
will be shown to as many users as is necessary to reach a stable set of 

Figure 5. Overall Mark2Cure workflow.  Users 
are first directed to the module on disease 
recognition.  After a training session on how to 
recognize and annotate diseases in biomedical 
text, users are given a simple test to ensure they 
understood the instructions.  After passing that 
test, (A) users are given a real-world journal 
abstract, (B) users annotate the document by 
highlighting disease terms (the results of which 
are stored in a database), and (C) the user is 
shown feedback comparing their annotations to 
the community consensus.  The user is then 
shown a new article, and this cycle repeats as 
long as and at whatever rate the user desires.  
Users also have the option of receiving further 
training on additional annotation tasks, which 
unlock more tools with which the user can 
annotate.  These additional training can be for 
drug/gene recognition, concept normalization, or 
relationship recognition/normalization. 
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consensus annotations.  And fourth, we will keep 
detailed logs that will allow us to adjust the definition 
of consensus at any time, and there is no 
requirement that all contributors be weighted equally. 
 
Concept recognition using text-mining tools for 
biomedical terms and text are reasonably good [105], 
but it is by no means perfect.  Previous work using 
crowds for biomedical text annotation have shown 
measurable improvements over text mining tools, 
with F values in the range of 0.75 to 0.87 [99, 100, 
102].  This aim also builds the community that will 
participate in the relationship annotation in Aim 4B, 
where the differential between human and 
computational annotation is even greater. 
 
B. Create a web interface for relationship annotation.  
This sub-aim will focus on contributing to the 
community’s biological knowledge network. 
 
While some individuals will choose only to participate in the 
concept annotation process in Aim 4A, we expect that some 
volunteers will want to pursue even deeper annotation of 
abstracts.  For those users, we will offer training modules on 
relationship recognition and normalization.   
 
When presented with a biomedical text, users will first 
perform concept identification and normalization.  
(Candidate concepts can also be pre-filled using text-mining 
or the output of concept recognition by other users.)  Next, 
the user will be able to join those concepts by highlighting 
the word or phrase that describes the nature of the 
relationship (Figure 7).  Again, relations can often be 
inferred based only on the sentence construction, making 
this task suitable for patient-aligned volunteers.  As 
described for the concept annotation task, each abstract will 
be shown to multiple volunteers until a consensus set of 
relationships emerges.  The consensus networks from each 
individual article will be combined into one massive community-maintained 
and continuously-updated knowledgebase.  Each edge of this knowledgebase 
will have a quantitative score based on the degree of consensus, and the 
provenance will be explicitly tracked in the form of the PubMed IDs used to 
annotate the link. 
 
In the process of annotating relationships, users will be building their own 
personal biological knowledge network (Figure 8), which we will manage and 
visualize for them.  We think this knowledge browser will be a powerful 
motivator for many patient-aligned users as they explore the scientific 
literature related to their disease of interest.  These volunteers not only want 
to help science, but they want to know and learn about the diseases that 
affect them and their loved ones.  The personal knowledge management tools 
we provide will allow them to organize facts around topics they are interested 
in, and to compare their personal network to the aggregate community 
network to identify gaps in their knowledge. 
 
 

Figure 6. Prototype of the feedback mechanism for Mark2Cure.  
This screenshot shows the result after the user submits their 
annotations of diseases.  On the feedback screen, the user’s 
annotations are shown as blue boxes, and the community consensus 
annotations are shown as red highlights.   

Figure 7. Annotation of biomedical relationships.  Using 
the concluding paragraph of the abstract in [1] as an example, 
key biomedical concepts for drugs (green), diseases (red), and 
genes (blue) have been highlighted.  Annotated relationships 
are shown in purple (1 – subject, 2 – predicate, 3 – object).  An 
additional possible relationship (interferon alfa – treatment – 
CML) is omitted for clarity.  Note that the annotations shown 
are not the most precise structuring of the knowledge since 
many nuances and qualifiers are not captured. This example 
shows the level of annotation we expect from our patient-
aligned crowd, and we believe that systematically annotating 
articles at this level of structure would be very valuable. 
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Figure 8. Biological knowledge 
network.  This network diagram shows 
the structured view corresponding to 
the free text in Figure 7.  In addition, all 
the concepts and relationships have 
been normalized using standard 
biomedical ontologies and database 
identifiers, and the provenance of all 
edges is recorded using the PMID. 
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PROGRESS REPORT: The proposal for the original funding period (8/2010 – 5/2014) included three aims.  
The funding level was 80% of the requested amount and 80% of the requested time period. 
 
Original Aim 1: Cultivate a critical mass of users by ensuring that Gene Wiki content is both 
information-rich and timely.  In this aim, we proposed the original idea of creating a continuously-updated, 
community-reviewed, and collaboratively-written review article for every human gene.  Each article would be 
maintained within Wikipedia, and our group would ensure that the “infobox” was complete and current. 
 
As proposed, we have expanded the scope of imported data displayed on the Gene Wiki to include a wide 
variety of requested content.  (Note that Gene Wiki articles include information on both genes and their protein 
products.  While semantically imprecise, this level of abstraction is appropriate for Wikipedia.  Our planned 
work with Wikidata in Aims 1 and 3 in this proposal will allow genes and proteins to be modeled separately.)  
We improved our automated update system so that content is now kept up to date automatically on a nightly 
basis, and we created a useful interface for creating new Gene Wiki articles on user demand [2].  While we 
believe these improvements are intrinsically valuable, the ultimate metric of success is community usage and 
participation.  Our recent paper reported that the ~10,000 Gene Wiki articles are collectively viewed over 4 
million times per month [4], and that number currently stands at over 5.5 million views per month.  These 
articles are also edited almost 1,500 times per month by human editors plus an additional 1,500 times per 
month via automated “bots”.  The high visibility of the Gene Wiki is actually the best means of assuring article 
quality, following the open source software mantra “Given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow” [106].    
 
Original Aim 2: Integrate the Gene Wiki with WikiTrust, a system that assigns a confidence score to all 
contributed content in a Gene Wiki page.  This aim proposed to build technical infrastructure to 
quantitatively assess the quality of individual Gene Wiki edits and of the Gene Wiki corpus as a whole. 
 
WikiTrust is based on the principle that wiki text that remains unchanged over many subsequent views and 
edits tends to be trustworthy, and that users who historically have made trustworthy edits will tend to make 
trustworthy edits in the future.  WikiTrust is the formalization of this principle into a quantitative score at word-
level resolution, plus an easy method of visualization for that score [107-109].  WikiTrust has been deployed for 
all of Wikipedia, including the Gene Wiki, in the form of a Firefox plugin [110].  This system provides a unique, 
proven approach for automatically identifying untrustworthy content in wikis.  The most important result is 
simply the hard evidence of the very low number and short duration of vandalism that exists in the articles of 
the Gene Wiki, amounting to just 0.032% of the time in a vandalized state [4].   
 
Anecdotally, we find that the biggest challenge with Gene Wiki articles most often is that relevant information is 
missing, not that the presented material is inaccurate.  Of course, the community editing model means that 
new material can be added at any time.  Moreover, the presence of many excellent pages (e.g., reelin [111], 
TBR1 [112] or protein C [113]) give us confidence that each Gene Wiki article will asymptotically approach our 
goal of a complete and accurate gene-specific review article. 
 
Original Aim 3: Facilitate “computability” of the Gene Wiki by conversion of unstructured content to 
structured data.  While the Gene Wiki is highly useful in its human-readable free-text form, this aim focused 
on additionally making community-contributed content computable.  Much of our work in this area revolved 
around very simple text mining approaches to extract thousands of novel gene annotations relative to the Gene 
Ontology and the Disease Ontology [61].  We showed that these Gene Wiki-derived annotations systematically 
improved ontology-based enrichment analyses (also serving as a reflection of the high quality of Gene Wiki 
content) [61].  This approach was generalized in an automated framework to assess the quality of Gene 
Ontology annotations [114].  Finally, we created a semantically-explicit version of the Gene Wiki called Gene 
Wiki Plus that, when mashed-up with data from SNPedia [115], could be used to make complex queries on 
gene-disease relationships [116]. 
 
We also explored the idea of “semantic wiki links” as a way for the community to directly contribute structured 
data [117].  While we were strongly convinced of the scientific merits, it became clear this idea would have 
required a significant investment in community outreach and evangelism that was not possible given the 
funding reductions.  However, with the recent emergence of the Wikidata project, the early design ideas and 
prototypes will be applied to that more robust technical framework (described more in Aims 1 and 3).
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RESOURCE SHARING PLAN 
 
Data sharing plan: Because the vast majority of our data handling happens directly on Wikipedia, all the 
content generated is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License (CC BY-SA 3.0) 
and can be accessed via the Wikipedia API.  For the results of the text mining associated with Gene Wiki Plus, 
we additionally generate monthly RDF dumps that are available for download at 
http://genewikiplus.org/wiki/GeneWiki:Data.  For the proposed work, the same general principles apply.  
Wikidata is also licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0, so the data associated with Aims 1 and 3 will be available 
under those terms.  The data generated in Aim 4 will be disseminated as RDF dumps using OWL ontologies. 
 
Software sharing plan: All code generated as part of this project is hosted in public code repositories. For the 
current project period, the relevant code repositories are here: 
 

 pygenewiki (https://bitbucket.org/sulab/pygenewiki): perform the nightly sync between source database 
and Gene Wiki templates 

 gwsync (https://bitbucket.org/sulab/gwsync): code to sync between Gene Wiki pages and Gene Wiki 
Plus 

 genewiki-miner (https://bitbucket.org/sulab/genewiki-miner): Information extraction and parsing related 
to the Gene Wiki 

A similar pattern will be followed for the proposed project period.   
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